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Abstract We consider the ~/G!l queue with and without vacation time under nonpreemptive last-come 

first-served (LCFS). The Laplace Stieltjes transform of the distribution function of the steady-state waiting time 

is found. The first two moments of the waiting time are obtained. We find the relationship between the second 

moments of the waiting time in the MX/G/I queue with and without vacation time under first-come first-served 

(FCFS) and LCFS. 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper, we study the batch arrival M X /0/1 queue with and without. vacation 

time under nonpreemptive last-come first-served (LCFS). 

In some queueing systems, the server takes a vacation of random length each time the 

system becomes empty. The vacation time is utilized for some additional work. If the 

server ret urns from a vacation and he finds one or more customers waiting, he works until 

the system empties, then takes another vacation. if the server returns from a vacation and 

finds no customers waiting, he takes another vacation immediately. 
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MXjGjl with (out) Vacation under LCFS 151 

The MIC/l queue with vacation time has been studied by a number of authors, e. g. 

Cooper [5), Levy and Yechiali [9], Scholl and Kleinrock [10). In particular [10) has studied 

the waiting time of the MIC /1 queue with vacation time under three queueing disciplines. 

which are independent of service time: first-come first-served (FCFS), random order of 

service (ROS) and nonpreemptive LCFS. 

Several authors have studied the batch arrival queueing system MX IC/l under FCFS 

(see Chaudhry [3]' Chaudhry and Templeton [4), Cooper [6)' Gross and Harris [7] and 

Kleinrock [8)). Recently Baba [1) has studied the MX IC/1 queue with vacation time 

under FCFS. However, there has been no work for the MX IC/l queue with vacation time 

under other service discipline. 

Nonpreemptive LCFS queueing discipline is applicable to many practical situations 

such as push-down stack and inventory systems. etc. The batch arrival queueing model 

appears in many situations such as computer communication systems. So it is important to 

analyze the model that will be studied in this paper. In the batch arrival queueing systems 

under nonpreemptive LCFS, the following two queueing disciplines are considered. 

(1) Queueing discipline 1 

The customers which are included in the same batch as the customer in service 

are served previously than the customers which arrived at the system after 

the customer in service. (This discipline is considered as the case that arrived 

batch is treated as a super customer) 

(2) Queueing discipline 2 

The order of service is nonpreemptive LCFS with respect to batches and the 

order of service in a batch is random. (This discipline is considered as the 

nonpreemptive LCFS discipline with respect to all customers in the system) 

In this paper, we study the queueing system under queueing discipline 2. This paper studies 

Laplace Stieltjes teansform (LST) of the dist.ribution function (d. f.) of the steady-state 

waiting time for the MX IC/l queue with and without vacation time under nonpreemptive 

LCFS. The first two moments of the waiting time are obtained. 

The relationship that we find in this paper between the second moments of the waiting 

time for FCFS and LCFS in the MX IC/l queue with and without vacation time is an 
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extension ofthe result which has been found in (10) in the MIG/1 queue with a.nd without 

vaca.tion time. 

2 Assumptions and Notations 

We consider the M X IG/1 queue with and without va.cll.tion time. We study this queue

ing system under queueing discipline 2 stated in Section 1. For the M X IG/1 queue, it 

is 8.Ssumed that customers arrive in batches according to a time homogeneous Poisson 

process with rate ..\. The batch size X is a random variable and 

(1) P(X = n) = g., n = 1,2, ... 

with probability generating function (p. g. f.) 

00 

(2) G(z) = L glzl I z I~ 1. 
1=1 

We assume that n-th (n = 1.2,3) factorial moments of X are finite and defined by 

(3) g E(X) = 0<1)(1), 

(4) gO) = E(X(X - 1)) = G(J)(!), 

(5) g(3) E(X(X - 1)(X - 2» = 0<3)(1). 

Let S(x) be the d. f. of the service time S of 11. typical customer and S-(tJ) be the LST 

of S. Denote by 5 the remaining service time for the customer in service. The d. f. 5(x) 

and the LST S-(8) of S are given by (see [8)) 

(6) 

(7) 

1 1" = E(S) • [1 - S(t»)dt, 

[1 -S-(9)J/9E(S). 

In order to analyze the queue with vacation time, we denote by V(x) the d. f. of a 

typical vacation time ~T and V-(8) the LST of V. Further denote by V the remaining 

vacation time for the server on vacation. The d. f. V(x) and the LST V-(8) of ~, are 

(8) 

(9) 

1 1" = E(V) 0 (1 - V( t»)dt, 

= [1 - V-(9»)/8E(V). 
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Let B be the random variable of busy period that starts with one customer. The busy 

period starts with one customer is called I-busy period. Denote by B(x) the d. f. of the 

random variable B and denoted by B-(lJ) the LST of B. Suppose that a I-busy period 

starts by one customer and its service time SI = x. Let NI be the number of customer 

arrivals during the interval SI' By conditioning on SI and NI, we have the following 

conditional transform 

Unconditioning on NI, we have 

"" 
(11) E(e-'B I SI = x) = L E(e-'B I SI = x,Nl = n)P(NI = n) 

.=0 

= f e-'Z[B-(8W t (>.;,)1 g:le- Az 

.=8 1=0' 

= exp[-{8 +.\ - AG(B·(8»}xJ, 

where g:l is the k-fold convolution of g. with itself, with giO = 8;0. Finally we have 

(12) B·(8) = E(e-'B) 

= 1"" exp[-{8 + A - AG(B·(8»)}xJdS(x) 

S-(8 + A - AG(B-(8»)). 

In the case of the traffic intensity p = AgE(S) < 1, the n-th (n = 1,2,3) moments of B(x) 

are gi ven by 

(13) E(B) = E(S)/(l - p), 

(14) E(Bl) = 
E(Sl) + AgPl[E(SW 

(1 - pp 

(1[i) E(B3) = 
E(S3) + APl[E(S}P 

(1 - p)i 

+ 
3Ag[E(S'W + 6AgPl [E(S)]l E(S') + 3A[gPlJ'[E(SJP 

(1 - p)5 

3 Waiting Time Distribution 

3.1 The M X /G /1 Queue without Vacation Time under LCFS 
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Let r" (n = 1,2, ... ) be the probability of an arbitra.ry customer being in the n-th 

position of an arrived batch. Burke [2] showed, using a result in the renewaJ. theory, that 

it is given by 

(16) 
1 00 

r" = - L91' 
9 1=" 

Define the p. g. f. 

(17) ( ~) _ ~ 7" _ z[1 - G(z)] 
R ~ - L r,,~ - . 

a=l g( 1 - z) 

At the time of an arbitrary test customer's arrival, there will be a number of customers 

arriving in his batch who will be served before him. This number is (n -1) with probability 

Suppose that an arbitrary test customer named Co arrIves when the server is idle. 

the (n - 1) customers arriving in C.'s batch who will be served before him are named 

Cl, ... ,C,,-l, respectively. Observe that the effect of C; (i = I, ... ,n - 1) on the waiting 

time of Co is the I-busy period B; generated by C;. Since B., ... , B"-l are mutually 

independent and the proportion of time that the server is idle in an M X IG/l queue is 

1 - p (see e. g. [3]), the steady-state waiting time of Co is distributed as BI + ... + B"-l 

with probability (1 - p)r". Next suppose that C. arrives when the server is busy. Let the 

remaining service time of the customer in service at Co's arrival epoch be S. Suppose that 

m (a random variable) customers named C", ... ,C"'+"-1 arrive during S. Denote by B, 

(i = 1, ... , m+n-l) the I-busy period generated by C;. Similar to the case that the server 

is idle, the steady-state waiting time of Co is distributed as Bl + .. ·+B"-l +B" + .. ·+B"'+"-l 

with probability pr". Let WL and Wt(8) be the steady-state waiting time of an arbitrary 

customer and its LST, respectively. Since B l , ... , B"-l are independent of S, we have 

00 

(18) W:(8) = L(1 - p)r"IB-(8)],,-1 

+ f pr" f fIB -(8)]"'+"-11o'''' (),tr e-(H')l9:dS (t) 
,,=1 .. =81=8 0 k. 

(1 - ~~~~-(8» + ~ pr"IB-(8)]x"-lS-(8 +), _ )'G(B-(8») 

(1 - p)ll - G(B-(8))) + ),[1 - G(B-(8»] 
g[1 - B-(8)] 8 + ), - )'G(B-(8)) 
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By taking the first a.nd second derivatives of (18) at 9 = 0, we obtain the following 

expreSSIOns: 

(19) E(Wr ) 

(20) E(wi) 

(1 - p)g(l)E(B) ,\P)[E(B)j1 + ,\gE(Bl) 
------+ 

29 2[1 + '\gE(B)P 
'\gE(Sl) gPJE(S) 

= 2( 1 - p) + 2g( 1 - p) , 

= (1 ~P)[3PJE(W) + 2g(3){E(B)}1] 

+ [ ,'\. )]3 [2[1 + ,\gE(B)][g(3){E(B)}3 
61 + AgE(B 

+ 3g(1)E(B)E(B1
) + g(BI)] 

3'\[P){E(B)}1 + gE(B1W] 
'\gE(S3) ,\lg1{E(Sl)P g(3){E(S)P 

= 3(1 - pp + 2(1 - pp + 3g(1 - pp 

'\{g(l)P{E(S)P + (1 -+- p)!PJE(Sl) 
+ 

2g(1 - p)3 

Remark 1. Let WF be the steady-state waiting time without vacation time when the 

service discipline is FCFS. Its LST, W;(9), is given by (see Cooper [6]) 

() W-(9) _ (1 - p)9[1 - G(S-(9»] 
21 F - g[e _ ,\ + '\G(S.(9»)][1 - 8-(e)]' 

By taking the first and second derivatives of (21) at 9 = 0, we have 

(22) 

(23) E(W;) 

,\gE(S') P) E(S) 
= 2(1 - p) + 2g(1 - p)' 

'\gE(S3) ,\lg1{E(S2 W P){E(S)}l 

= 3(1 - p) + 2(1 - pp + 3g(1 - p) 

'\{g<l)P{E(S)P + (1 + p)g<l)E(Sl) 
+ 2g(1 - pp 

Since the order of service is independent of service time, we see immediately that the 

mean queue size and the mean waiting time for LCFS must be same as for FCFS. Thus 

it is clear that E(WL ) = E(WF ) seen from (19) and (22). However, the second moment 

E(Wl) is larger tha.n E(Wj). Comparing (20) to (23), we have 

(24) E(Wl) = E(W;)/(1 - p). 

It is surprising to find that this result holds for the MX /G/l queue as well as for the 

M/G/1 queue. 
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3.2 The MX /G /1 Queue with Vacation Time under LCFS 

As is the case with 3.1, since the proportion oftime tha.t the server is vacationing in the 

M X IG/1 queue with vacation time is 1- p (see Baba (11), the steady-state waiting time of 

an arbitrary test customer is distributed as V + Bl + ... + B fIO+a - l with probability (1- p)ra, 

w here m is the number of customers arri ved during the residual vacation time hat V and 

as S + Bl + ... + B fIO+a - l with probability PTa, where m is the number of customers arrived 

during the residual service time S. Let WVL and W;L(9) be the steady-state waiting time 

of an arbitrary customer and its LST, respectively. By using (7) and (17), we have 

(25) W;L(9) = 

+ 

= 

+ 

= 

+ 

= 

+ 

00 00 '" 00 (At)l 
~)1 - p)ra L LIB-(9)]fIO+a- l l -,-e-(H')'g:;dV(t) 
a=1 m=O 1=0 0 k. 

00 00 111 00 (At)l 
L pra L L[B-(9)]fIO+a-1 1. -,-e-<H')'g:;dS(t) 
a=1 ... =01=1 0 k. 

00 

L(1- p)r.[B-(9W- I V(9 + A - AG(B-(9») 

00 

L pra[B-(9W- l 5-(9 +" - AG(B-(9») 
a=l 

(1 - pHI - V-(9 + A - AG(B-(9)))]R(B-(9)) 

B-(9)[9 + A - AG(B-(9»]E(V) 
p(I - S-(9 + A - AG(B-(9)))]R(B-(9)) 

B-(9)[9 + A - AG(B-(9»]E(S) 

(1 - pHI - V-(9 + A - AG(B-(9)))](1 - G(B-(9))] 

g[l - B-(9)J19 + A - AG(B-(9»]E(V) 
A[l - G(B-(9))] 

9 + A - AG(B-(9» 

By taking the first and second deriva.tives of (25) a.t 9 = 0, we have 

(26) 

(27) 

Remark 2. Let WVF be the waiting time with vacation time when the service discipline 

is FCFS. Its LST, W;F(9), is given by (see (I)) 
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() W* (9) _ (1 - p)[l - G(S*(9»)JI1 - V*(9)] 
28 VF - g[9 _ ,\ + '\G(S*(9)][l - S*(9»)E(V) 

By taking the first and second dervatives of (28) at 9 = 0, we have 

(29) 
E(F2) ,\gE(S') g(l)E(S) 

= 2E(v') + 2(1 - p) + 2g(1 - p)' 

(30) 
g(1)E(S)E(V1 ) E(V3) ,\gE(S')E(Vl) 

2g(1 - p)E(v') + 3E(V) + 2(1 - p)E(V) 

'\gE(S3) '\lg'[E(SJW g(3)[E(S»)l 
+ ) + + . 3(1 - p 2(1 - pp 3g(1 - p) 

,\[gP»)l[E(S)p + (1 + p)g(l)E(Sl) 
+ 2g(1 - pp 

As is the case with 3.1, it holds that E(WVL ) =: E(WVF ) and E(W:'L) = E(W~F)/(1-- p). 

4 Conclusion 

We have studied the waiting time of the Alx /G/1 queue without and with vacation 

time under nonpreemptive LCFS. Comparing to FCFS, we have shown that 

(31) E(WLl = E(WF), 

(32) E(WD E(W;')/(l - p), 

(33) E(Wvd = E(Wvp ) 

(34) E(W~d = E(W~'F)/(1 - p). 

For the M/O/l queue, equation (31 )-(34) hold (see [10)). The results obtained in this 

paper is the extension to the batch arrival M X /G /1 queue. 
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